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Ultracold bosons in a two-well potential are investigated via a four-mode model. It is shown that,
for typical experimental parameters, the lowest lying entangled eigenstates cannot be described
by the usual two-mode model that allows particles to occupy only the lowest level in each well.
A small potential difference between the wells, or tilt, will cause the decoherence of entangled
eigenstates. However, entangled states reappear when the tilt is equal to an integer multiple of
twice the interaction strength.
PACS numbers:
Due to the ease with which experimental parameters
can be controlled, Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) in
optical lattices provide an ideal medium for studying an
enormity of quantum many-body phenomena, including
entangled states. In particular, a BEC in a two-well po-
tential is a simple system that gives rise to such states.
Well controlled systems of spatially separate BECs in
a two-well potential have recently been created in ex-
periments [1, 2]. To describe these systems, the two-
mode approximation, i.e., the two-well version of a single-
band Bose-Hubbard model, has often been employed
[3, 4, 5, 6]. However, present physical experiments re-
quire a multi-mode model, analogous to a multi-band
Bose-Hubbard model. The multi-mode model is espe-
cially relevant, for instance, to the creation of a quantum
computer from neutral atoms. A lattice of tilted double
wells has been created recently by Sebby-Strabley et al.
with the goal of realizing the first two-qubit logic gates
made from neutral atoms [7]. In these two-well systems,
tilt, a potential difference between wells, is applied dy-
namically and multi-band effects play a vital role in the
desired logical operations.
In this Letter we use a four-mode model to investigate
the effects of tilt on the entangled eigenstates of a BEC
in a two-well potential. Entangled states have applica-
tions in quantum computing [8] and quantum teleporta-
tion [9]. Experimentally, tilt appears both as a system-
atic error and deliberately in device applications [7, 10].
A schematic of our potential is shown in Fig. 1. We
treat both attractive and repulsive interactions between
atoms. While past studies have proposed schemes for
the realization of entangled states in a two-well poten-
tial [3, 5], these have been primarily concerned with the
destruction of these states due to measurement and dis-
sipation [11, 12]. We find that such states are also highly
sensitive to tilt. Hence a symmetric two-well trap is of
primary importance in their creation. However, the en-
tangled eigenstates reappear when the tilt can be com-
pensated by on-site interactions. We call this a tunneling
resonance because, when the barrier is high, tilt sup-







FIG. 1: Tilted two-well potential. We investigate the behavior
of ultracold bosons in a tilted two-well potential when the
particles are restricted to occupy the ground and first excited
levels in each well. Particles can tunnel between wells (blue),
hop between levels (red), and interact on-site (green).
Applications of ultracold atoms in optical lattices
range from gravitometry [13] to atomtronics [10], i.e.,
the use of ultracold atoms in an optical lattice to cre-
ate analogs of solid state devices. A tilted system corre-
sponds to an optical lattice in a gravitational field. This
corresponds to the experiment done by Anderson and
Kasevich [14], which was an early demonstration of an
atom laser. Seaman et al. have shown that the analogs
of N-type and P-type materials can be achieved by rais-
ing and lowering individual sites in an optical lattice [10].
Because the two-well system models a truncated lattice,
our study of the four-mode approximation provides in-
sight into the stationary states of these systems. More-
over, mean-field studies have indicated that a four-mode
approximation is needed when the interactions between
particles are strong [15].
The four-mode Hamiltonian for N weakly interacting




































+∆V nˆmL , (2)
is the usual two-mode Hamiltonian. Here bˆmj and bˆ
m†
j
satisfy the usual bosonic annihilation and creation com-
mutation relations and nˆmj ≡ bˆm†j bˆmj . Eqs. (1) and (2)
can be derived from first principles quantum field theory
for weakly interacting bosons at zero temperature [16].
Here the superscripts m, m′ ∈ {0, 1} are the potential
level indices, the subscript j ∈ {L, R} is the well or site
index, Jm are the hopping strengths, Umm
′
are the in-
teraction potentials, Em is the energy of the mth excited
level, and ∆V is the tilt. Without loss of generality, we
set E0 = 0. The energy difference between levels, or
level spacing, is then given by E1. The extension of Eqs.
(1) and (2) to an infinite number of sites leads to the
two-band Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian.
Throughout this Letter we operate in Fock space. An
arbitrary state vector in Fock space is given by
|Ψ〉 =∑n cn|n〉, |n〉 ∈ {|n0L, n0R〉 ⊗ |n1L, n1R〉}, (3)
where nmj is the number of particles in the mth level of





j to be constant. The number-state label
n is chosen to increase with increasing occupation of the
first excited level. While the two-mode approximation
reduces the multiplicity of states to N +1, the multiplic-
ity of the four-mode model is (N + 3)(N + 2)(N + 1)/6.
We will show that the first N +1 eigenstates of the latter
can only be described by the two-mode model if the num-
ber of particles is not too large and the interactions are
sufficiently weak. We will also put bounds on the use of
a six-mode approximation, which we will not detail here.
The four-mode Hamiltonian allows for on-site interac-
tions and tunneling or hopping between wells and levels.
The hopping terms Jm allow single particles to tunnel
between wells only in the same level. Hopping between
levels is caused by interactions. The coefficients Umm
′
represent interactions between particles in the mth and
m′th levels in the same well. The parameters Jm and
Umm
′
are determined by overlap integrals of the localized
single-particle wavefunctions. Left- and right-localized
wavefunctions are constructed by superpositions of the
appropriate symmetric and antisymmetric eigenfunctions
of the single-particle Hamiltonian. Single-particle wave-
functions neglect mean-field effects and other number-
dependent many-body effects [17]. For the potentials
used in the experiments of Sebby-Strabley et al. [7], we
find that Jm has a decaying exponential dependence on
the barrier height while Umm
′
has an inverse power-law
dependence. Whereas U01 and U11 are on the order of
U00, all other interactions are exponentially smaller. We

























FIG. 2: Tunneling resonances in the two-mode system. Eigen-
state probability densities for all eigenstates for N0 = 10,
J0/U00 = 0.1, and (a) ∆V/U00 = 0, (b) ∆V/U00 = 10−2,
and (c) ∆V/U00 = 6. Here k is the eigenstate label, n0L is
the number of particles in the left well, and the color indi-
cates probability. (b) The nearly degenerate pairs of entan-
gled states are highly sensitive to tilt. (c) However, when
∆V = ∆V 0p ≡ 2pU
00 the tilt is compensated by the interac-
tion of n particles in the lower well and the lower entangled
states reappear. For attractive interactions, U00 → −U00 and
the densities in (a), (b), and (c) are simply flipped upside
down. (d) Avoided crossings in the energy eigenvalues indi-
cate a reappearance of pairs of entangled eigenstates. The
eigenvalues are shown alternatively in solid blue lines and
dashed red lines to aid with visualization.
have therefore neglected nearest-neighbor interactions in
Eqs. (1) and (2).
We begin by discussing the effects of tilt on the entan-
gled eigenstates of the two-mode Hamiltonian (2) with
Nm total particles occupying the mth level. Again,
the superscript m indicates the level. Consider a sym-
metric potential ∆V = 0. When Jm = 0, the states
|nmL , Nm−nmL 〉 and |Nm−nmL , nmL 〉 are degenerate eigen-
states of the Hamiltonian (2). Entangled eigenstates
emerge when Jm ≪ |Umm|, the high barrier limit. In
this case, we can treat the hopping term Jm perturba-
tively. Because Jm connects only adjacent states, correc-
tions to the eigenstates and eigen-energies appear first in
the (Nm− 2nmL )th order of degenerate perturbation the-




(|nmL , Nm − nmL 〉 ± |Nm − nmL , nmL 〉) , (4)
where 0 ≤ nmL < Nm/2. The energy difference ∆EmnL of
these states is on the order of 2Umm(Jm/2Umm)N
m−2nm
L ,
which is very small. In the presence of a high barrier, the
eigenstates therefore occur in nearly degenerate pairs of
entangled states [3, 4, 5] when the potential is symmetric.
3Here nmL = 0 represents the maximally entangled “cat”
state (|0, Nm〉 ± |Nm, 0〉) /√2 in which all particles si-
multaneously occupy both wells. Characteristic proba-
bility densities for the full set of eigenstates are shown in
Fig. 2(a).
Because the level splitting between entangled pairs is
so small, small perturbations can mix these states [3] and
produce a localized state of the form |nmL , Nm − nmL 〉.
Indeed, entangled eigenstates are highly sensitive to tilt
∆V . The probability densities of the localized eigenstates
of a condensate in a slightly tilted potential are shown
in Fig. 2(b). The entangled eigenstates of Eq. (4) are
destroyed when
∆V > 2∆EmnL/ (N
m − 2nmL ) . (5)
Small imperfections in the external potential thus consti-
tute a source of quantum decoherence, which is usually
caused by coupling with an external system or thermal
effects. In addition to dissipation and measurement, tilt
therefore poses a further difficulty in the engineering of
entangled states in experiments. Because condition (5)
is minimized when nmL = 0, maximally entangled states
are the most sensitive to imperfections in the double-well,
making them an unlikely candidate for experiments. Par-
tially entangled states, nmL 6= 0, on the other hand, are
more robust with respect to tilt [18].
Despite their fragility, entangled eigenstates reappear
periodically for certain values of the tilt. These tunneling
resonances occur when
∆V = ∆V mp ≡ 2pUmm, p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nm − 1}. (6)
In this case, the potential difference can be exactly com-
pensated by the repulsive (attractive) interaction of p
particles in the lower (upper) well. The energy eigen-
states are entangled states of the form
|Ψ±; p〉 = 1√
2
(|nmL , Nm − nmL 〉
±|Nm − nmL − p, nmL + p〉) , (7)
where 0 ≤ nmL < (Nm−p)/2. The reappearance of entan-
gled eigenstates is shown in Fig. 2(c) for ∆V = ∆V 03 , i.e.,
p = 3. Because these states also occur in nearly degen-
erate pairs, the tunneling resonances are easily identified
by avoided crossings in the energy eigenvalues, such as
those displayed in Fig. 2(d). Tunneling resonances are
useful in systems in which tilt is applied deliberately.
We now turn our attention to the stationary solutions
of the four-mode Hamiltonian (1). Characteristic eigen-
state densities are shown in Fig. 3. The number-state la-
bel n increases with occupation of the first excited level.
For a given n, the number of particles in the excited level
is equal to the number of vertical dashed lines to the left
of n. In the case of Fig. 3, the eigenstates have definite















FIG. 3: Grouping of eigenstates. Shown are the eigenstate
probability densities for N = 6 particles with J0/U00 =
0.0457 and J1/U11 = 2.74. The eigenstates occur in groups
corresponding to occupation of the first level. The lowest
group (lower left corner) corresponds to full occupation of
the lowest level whereas the highest group (upper right cor-
ner) corresponds to total occupation of the first excited level.
In the attractive case, the patterns within each group are
flipped upside down. The color bar is the same as in Fig. 2.
eigenstates, for instance, corresponds to full occupation
of the lowest level. Likewise, the eigen-energies occur in
N +1 groups approximately separated by the level spac-
ing E1. When |U00| ≪ J0, the splitting between energies
in the lowest (highest) group is on the order of J0 (J1),
which is much less than the spacing E1.
The grouping of eigenstates depends on both the total
number of particles N and the magnitude of the interac-
tion strength |U00|. The N +1 lowest excited eigenstates
and eigen-energies are well described by the two-mode
model only when [19]
N < 1/2 + (E1 − J1)/(2J0), (8)
and
|U00| < 2E1/(N2 − 1). (9)
Here J1 ≪ E1, so the upper bound on N is always posi-
tive. When both these conditions are met, the lowest and
highest excited groups of eigenstates and eigen-energies
display patterns familiar from past analyses [3, 4, 6] of
the two-mode ground state. In fact, the four-mode eigen-
states can be written as direct products of two-mode
eigenstates when there are no interactions, Umm
′
= 0.
In this case, the N + 1 lowest excited states are in exact
agreement with the two-mode approximation. Further-










|n0L, N − n0L〉 ⊗ |0, 0〉, (10)






























FIG. 4: Breakdown of the two-mode approximation due to
interactions. (a) The first N+1 eigenstates of a system of N =
6 particles with U00/E1 = 0.0577. Here condition (9) has
been violated. The (N +1)th state is an entangled state with
nonzero occupation of the excited level and cannot therefore
be described by a two-mode model. Condition (9) is violated
in the hatched region of the insert. The color bar is the same
as in Fig. 2. (b) Energy eigenvalues of the (N + 1)th and
(N + 2)th excited states for a system of N = 6 particles in
solid blue and dashed green lines, respectively. The vertical
red dotted lines correspond to condition (9). The breakdown
of the two-mode approximation occurs when the (N + 1)th
and (N + 2)th states have nearly the same energy, as shown
in the two hatched regions.
in which all N particles occupy the lowest potential level.
This result, which is an obvious extension of the two-
mode ground state [3, 4, 5, 6], is easily generalizable to an
arbitrary number of levels. While direct product states
are not true eigenstates of the four-mode Hamiltonian
when Umm
′ 6= 0, the N + 1 lowest excited four-mode
eigenstates are entangled states of the form |Ψ±〉⊗ |0, 0〉,
i.e., they have negligible contributions from the excited
level, in the high barrier limit, Jm ≪ |Umm|. Eqs. (5)
and (6) accurately describe tunneling resonances in this
regime.
However, if either of the conditions (8) or (9) is vi-
olated, states with nonzero occupation of the first ex-
cited level emerge among the N + 1 lowest eigenstates,
as in Fig. 4(a), and a four mode approximation must
be used. As the interactions increase, the lowest eigen-
states include entangled states with successively larger
occupation of the first level. Eventually, even the ground
state will have significant contributions from the excited
level. The insert in Fig. 4(a) shows condition (9). This
condition is violated when the spacing between groups of
eigenstates becomes small, as in Fig. 4(b). In a system of
100 particles with Jm ≪ |Umm|, condition (9) is already
violated when |U00/E1| ≥ 2×10−4. Similar bounds exist
for the employment of a six-mode model [19]. Three-level
effects become important when |U00/Em=2| ≥ 2× 10−4,
where Em=2 refers to the energy of the second excited
level. For potentials used in experiments [7], condition
(8) can be violated for as few as 54 particles.
In conclusion, we used the four-mode approximation
to develop a Fock space picture of a system of ultra-
cold bosons in a tilted two-well potential. When either
the number of particles or the interaction strength is
sufficiently large, states involving nonzero occupation of
the first excited potential level emerge among the lowest
entangled eigenstates. The two-mode approximation is
therefore insufficient to describe even the lowest energy
entangled states in these regimes. Furthermore, while
the source of quantum decoherence in these systems is
usually associated with collisions or finite-temperature
effects, we have shown that imperfections in the external
potential are an additional concern. However, despite
sensitivity to tilt, entangled eigenstates reappear when
the potential difference between wells can be exactly com-
pensated by on-site interactions. In our system, avoided
crossings indicate the existence of entangled eigenstates.
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